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A theatre organ (also known as a theater organ, or [especially in the U.K.] a cinema organ) is a distinct type
of pipe organ originally developed to provide music and sound effects to accompany silent films during the
first 3 decades of the 20th century.
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Among Wurlitzer's electronic instruments, beginning with electrostatic reed organs in 1947, the most
important have been the fully electronic organs, especially the two-manual-and-pedals spinet type (from 1971
with synthesizer features) for domestic use.
Wurlitzer - Wikipedia
Paris a accueilli depuis le XVI e siÃ¨cle plusieurs troupes de thÃ©Ã¢tre italiennes. Principalement
dÃ©signÃ©es sous l'appellation ThÃ©Ã¢tre-Italien ou ComÃ©die-Italienne, elles produisirent, suivant les
Ã©poques, des piÃ¨ces de thÃ©Ã¢tre ou des opÃ©ras.
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Localisation. Le thÃ©Ã¢tre est situÃ© Ã proximitÃ© immÃ©diate du temple d'Apollon Sosianus, du temple
de Bellone et du portique d'Octavie, au sud du Champ de Mars, Ã une extrÃ©mitÃ© du cirque Flaminius, en
bordure nord du forum Holitorium.
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The all-inclusive Crystal Experience Â® adds a dash of joie de vivre to the variety of bars and lounges aboard
our ships. Each venue features a unique style and atmosphere as well as differing hours of service, with fine
wines and premium spirits included in your cruise fare.
Entertainment Cruises | Crystal Cruises Entertainment
All motion pictures were released to theatres on 35mm cellulose nitrate film, which was an unstable and
highly flammable material. The main reason films from this era are "lost" is due to theatre fires, along with
negatives and prints decomposing.
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Swan Lake is a romantic ballet in four acts. Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky wrote the music. In 1871 he wrote a little
ballet about swans for his nieces and nephews.
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